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	Author Field: Jerry Craft
	Illustrator Field: 
	Grade Field: 4 - 7
	Story Summary Field: Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing more than drawing cartoons about his life. But instead of sending him to the art school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a prestigious private school known for its academics, where Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade. As he makes the daily trip from his Washington Heights apartment to the upscale Riverdale Academy Day School, Jordan soon finds himself torn between two worlds—and not really fitting into either one. Can Jordan learn to navigate his new school culture while keeping his neighborhood friends and staying true to himself?
	Teachers Notes Field: 
	W Star: Yes
	I Star: Yes
	T Star: Yes
	Resource Field: 
	T Star 2: Off
	T Star 3: Off
	Question Box: 
	Page 2: 1 - Have you ever been the "new kid" at school? If so, how did you feel on your first day? Based on the cover image, how do you think the main character feels?2 - What feelings does "falling without a parachute" evoke for you? Is this a positive feeling? Have you ever felt this way?3 - What does the word "diversity" represent to you? Do you feel like your school or community is a diverse place?
	Page 3: 1 - Jordan hides from the kids from his old school when getting a ride on the first day of going to his new school. Why do you think he did this?2 - Why do Deandre, Winston & Eric call Maury "Maury-O" and why is this insulting? 3 - What does the word "hierarchy" mean? Does this concept apply in your school? How?4 - Has anyone made assumptions about what you must like or do because of your appearance? How did this make you feel? (this can be positive or negative)
	Page 4: 1 - At the beginning of the book, Jordan was the new kid at school. By the end of the book he also feels like a "new kid" but in a different way. What is the difference? 2 - What strategies of LEADS or WITS does Jordan use to overcome his challenges at his new school?3 - Do any other characters use LEADS or WITS strategies? If so, which ones?4 - Which character, if any, did you identify with in the book? Why?

	Activities Box: 
	Page 2: Metaphor activityA metaphor is a figure of speech that makes a comparison between two unlike things. As a literary device, metaphor creates implicit comparisons without the express use of “like” or “as.”. Metaphor is a means of asserting that two things are identical in comparison rather than just similar.Have students come up with 2 or 3 metaphors. 
	Page 3: Draw your own cartoon version of kids going back to school on the first day. 
	Page 4: Create a metaphor within the theme of diversity using words or drawings (i.e., I was so embarrassed I turned the shade of a ripe tomato). 

	Book Cover: 
	Book Title pg 1 Field: New Kid


